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Current challenges are significant
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And while system complexity is on the rise …
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… decarbonisation ambition implies acceleration
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One tough issue: Electrons vs. molecules
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Another: ‘Flexibility’ taking on many shapes
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Note: Zsuzsanna Pató of the Regulatory Assistance Project in Foresight, December 2020. LINK.

https://foresightdk.com/it-is-time-to-bring-consumers-on-board-the-energy-transition/


Another: System security challenges up ahead
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More broadly: A vision of ‘shared resources’ …
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… may require revisiting some ‘old truths’
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So: Investing more & faster … but in what (& where)?
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Note: Figure is taken from ENTSO-E



A few sobering quotes …
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”Without robust policy action, the energy system of 2030 will be more akin to that of 

2020 than a reflection of what is needed to achieve climate neutrality by 2050 ...” (The 

European Commission’s Energy System Integration Strategy, 8 July 2020)

"Energy will increasingly become a cross-border business and cooperation across the 

borders of organisations and countries is the key to a successful energy transition …” 
(Manon van Beek, CEO of TenneT, 15 December 2020)

“Fossil companies like it because it will be derived from fossil fuels for the next decade 

or more. Gas grid operators and gas boiler manufacturers see hydrogen as their 

only survival route as fossil fuel burning is being phased out. And the power utility 

companies also like it as they’ll be able to sell more power thanks to hydrogen 

inefficiencies …” (Tom Baxter in The Conversation, 31 March 2021)



All in all, one’s perspective may look different!
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Hence, ACER-CEER considerations 
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• The latest ACER-CEER position paper (March 2021) sets out and makes

recommendations on 6 main issues. It calls for neutral and independent technical

assessment of infrastructure projects and improved regulatory oversight so that the

projects bringing most benefits for the European Green Deal are supported and to avoid

any risks of unjustified costs to European consumers:

https://acer.europa.eu/Official_documents/Position_Papers/Position%20papers/ACER_CEER_TEN_E_2021.pdf

• In July 2020, ACER and CEER set out their recommendation to the European Commission

in a Position Paper on the Revision of the Trans-European Energy Networks

Regulation (TEN-E) and Infrastructure Governance. The proposals highlight how the

legislative changes could improve the planning and implementation of electricity and gas

infrastructure. The paper also advises on improving the infrastructure development

governance, the principles for PCI scope, and the TEN-E processes:

https://acer.europa.eu/Official_documents/Position_Papers/Position%20papers/ACER_CEER_paper_on_TEN_E.pdf

https://www.acer.europa.eu/Official_documents/Position_Papers/Position%20papers/ACER_CEER_TEN_E_2021.pdf
https://acer.europa.eu/Official_documents/Position_Papers/Position%20papers/ACER_CEER_TEN_E_2021.pdf
https://acer.europa.eu/Official_documents/Position_Papers/Position%20papers/ACER_CEER_TEN_E_2021.pdf
https://acer.europa.eu/Official_documents/Position_Papers/Position%20papers/ACER_CEER_paper_on_TEN_E.pdf
https://acer.europa.eu/Official_documents/Position_Papers/Position%20papers/ACER_CEER_paper_on_TEN_E.pdf
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Thank you.
Looking forward to further discussions.


